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like father, like son

“Still Walking” and “I Wish”, returns to the big screen with another family - a family ... I have poured these emotions so candidly into the protagonist of a film. .... Berries” (2003) was written and directed by Nishikawa Miwa, whose second feature,. 
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SYNOPSIS Would you choose your natural son, or the son you believed was yours after spending 6 years together? Kore-eda Hirokazu, the globally acclaimed director of “Nobody Knows”, “Still Walking” and “I Wish”, returns to the big screen with another family - a family thrown into torment after a phone call from the hospital where the son was born… Ryota has earned everything he has by his hard work, and believes nothing can stop him from pursuing his perfect life as a winner. Then one day, he and his wife, Midori, get an unexpected phone call from the hospital. Their 6-year-old son, Keita, is not ‘their’ son - the hospital gave them the wrong baby. Ryota is forced to make a life-changing decision, to choose between ‘nature’ and ‘nurture.’ Seeing Midori’s devotion to Keita even after learning his origin, and communicating with the rough yet caring family that has raised his natural son for the last six years, Ryota also starts to question himself: has he really been a ‘father’ all these years… The moving story of a man who finally faces himself when he encounters an unexpected wall for the first time in his life.



DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT At what point does a father truly become a father? Being one myself, this is a compelling and unanswered question I have. When my daughter was born five years ago, my wife appeared to transform instantly into a mother. While I imagine that not all women go through such metamorphoses, looking at my wife nursing my child with my being a father yet to sink in, I felt happy at the arrival of a newborn baby, but also somewhat estranged. Five years later, I often find myself being told by friends that my daughter looks so much like me as we walk through the park. Comparing facial features like our eyes and mouths, I do feel my DNA has left a mark on her. Is it, then, the realization of shared blood that makes a man into a father? Or is it the time father and child spend together? Could it be that my tenuous acceptance of myself as a father comes from not having spent enough time with my child? Is it blood or is it time? I began to think that this personal quandary could be the theme of a movie. That was the beginning of this film “Like Father, Like Son”. All of my quandaries and questions and, indeed, regrets - this is the first time I have poured these emotions so candidly into the protagonist of a film. The film is now completed and done. But as for the protagonist and me - our questions remain.



Q & A WITH DIRECTOR KORE-EDA HIROKAZU What was the start of making this film? It started with the idea of making a film with Fukuyama Masaharu. I mulled over a number of plots, but my desire to have him play a father was really the beginning. Why did you choose switched babies as the theme of the film? I have a 5-year-old child, just like the protagonist in the story, and through making this film I wanted to think about what blood connections really mean, an idea very close to me. In order to make the film interesting and compelling to the audience, I placed the protagonist in the situation of being a victim of switched babies. Is there any real life case which inspired you to create the story? I researched some baby mix-up incidents that occurred around Japan during the baby boomer era in the 1960s, but the story is original. Your films often touch on paternity. What do being a father - and fatherhood itself - mean to you? I really don’t have an answer right now. My father passed away 10 years ago, and I became a father myself five years back. As my position in the family tree has changed, I believe my idea on fatherhood has changed as well. I will probably continue to look at fatherhood in my coming films until I figure it out. This is the first time you have worked with Fukuyama Masaharu. How was it? It was a very enjoyable experience. Though this was probably a new type of movie and role for him, he did an excellent job expressing a weakness and coldness in the character, and his subsequent personal growth. Tell us about the growth that the main character Ryota undergoes. In fact I’m not sure if we can describe the changes Ryota undergoes as growth or maturity. I honestly don’t know. But what I can say is that becoming a father is not something you do on your own - your child makes a father out of you. I believe the character comes to realize this.



Tell us about the other three leading cast members. Ono Machiko plays the wife, and in the first half of the film, her obedience to her husband makes you think of the so-called traditional Japanese wife. But in the second half, a feeling of loathing helps her find strength as a mother, a shift in acting that Machiko handled admirably. As the other family, Lily Franky and Maki Yoko give performances that depict a lifestyle wholly different from the protagonist’s in every way possible. Their persuasive performance makes the fragility of Ryota’s success in life much more apparent. The children in your last film, “I Wish”, were more energetic and lively, whereas the kids in this film are more cool and reserved. What did you aim for in directing the children in “Like Father, Like Son”? In particular, I wanted there to be a contrast of character between the two children. The goal was to bring out their individual personalities in the film. Because the children are six, I wanted them to express confusion, rather than sadness, towards their situation. What did you intend to convey through this film, and did you achieve it? I don’t know that I can look down on it from above like that yet. Through making this film, I myself relived what the protagonist went through: worrying, making decisions, and having regrets. I hope this will be an opportunity for me and the audience to think about what kind of possibilities these families can have from making the decision to exchange their kids or choose their blood.



FUKUYAMA MASAHARU (NONOMIYA RYOTA) Born 1969 in Nagasaki, Japan. Having made his debut as a singer-songwriter in 1990, Fukuyama has played active roles in a variety of artistic fields, including music and acting. In 2000, he had a huge success with his single “Sakurazaka”, which sold over two million copies in Japan. He continued to make hit songs, and with the sales of his 27th single - “Kazoku ni narou yo / Fighting Pose” - in 2011, he became the all time bestselling male solo singer in Japan. Fukuyama’s acting career reached its benchmark with the TV series “Galileo” (2007) and its movie adaptation “Suspect X” (2008), which grossed some 5 billion JPY. He starred in the 2010 NHK historical drama series “Ryomaden - The Legend” as Sakamoto Ryoma, one of the most popular figures in Japanese history. Highly praised for his performance, he received the Galaxy Individual Award. The sequel to the “Galileo” series was released in 2013, followed by the release of its movie adaptation “Midsummer Formula” this summer.



ONO MACHIKO (NONOMIYA MIDORI) Born 1981 in Nara, Japan. In 1997, Ono made her feature film debut in “Suzaku”, directed by Kawase Naomi. The film went on to win the Camera d’Or Award at the 50th Cannes International Film Festival, and Ono herself received Best Actress awards at the Singapore International Film Festival and Takasaki Film Festival, among others. In 2007, she teamed up again with Kawase for ”The Mourning Forest”, which won the Grand Prix at Cannes. Her lead performance in the NHK TV series “Carnation” (201112), based on the life of Koshino Ayako - mother of three world-acclaimed fashion designers, the Koshino sisters - firmly established her as one of Japan’s leading actresses. Further credits include “Climber’s High” (2008), “Rail Truck” (2010) and “The Castle of Crossed Destinies” (2012), as well as the TV series “Goldfish” (2009) and “The Best Divorce” (2013), among others. Upcoming films include “Detective in the Bar 2”, directed by Hashimoto Hajime, and Mizuta Nobuo’s “Shazai no Osama.”



MAKI YOKO (SAIKI YUKARI) Born in Chiba, Japan. Maki made her feature film debut in “Drug” (2001), directed by Sugawara Hiroshi. Her first leading role was in “Veronika Decides to Die” (2006), based on the novel by Paulo Coelho. In the same year, she received the New Actress Award at the 30th Yamaji Fumiko Awards for her role in Nishikawa Miwa’s “Sway”, which premiered at Directors’ Fortnight, Cannes, in 2006. In 2010, she gave an excellent performance in the NHK historical drama “Ryomaden - The Legend” as the wife of Sakamoto Ryoma, played by Fukuyama Masaharu. More recent credits include the popular TV drama series “Man of Destiny” (2012) and the feature film “Black Dawn” (2012). This year she has appeared in the TV series “The Best Divorce” and the feature films “Before the Vigil” directed by Yukisada Isao, and “Sue, Mai & Sawa: Righting the Girl Ship”, directed by Minorikawa Osamu. Her latest starring project, “The Ravine of Goodbye”, directed by Omori Tatsushi, was released this summer.



LILY FRANKY (SAIKI YUDAI) Born 1963 in Fukuoka, Japan. Since graduating from Musashino Art University, Lily Franky has worked widely in various fields, including literature, photography, songwriting and acting, along with illustration and design. In 2006, he received the top Honya Taisho award for his first novel “Tokyo Tower: Mom & Me, and Sometimes Dad”, which sold more than 2 million copies and was adapted as a TV film, TV series, feature film and stage play. In addition, his children’s book “Oden-kun” became an animated series, its popularity transcending age and gender. As an actor, he won the Best New Artist Award at the Blue Ribbon Awards for his performance in the Toronto-premiered film “All Around Us” (2008) by Hashiguchi Ryosuke, and has appeared in many other movies and television series. He was also seen in the film “The Devil’s Path” (2013), directed by Shiraishi Kazuya.



KORE-EDA HIROKAZU DIRECTOR Born 1962 in Tokyo. After graduating from Waseda University in 1987, Kore-eda joined TV Man Union where he directed several prize-winning documentaries. In 1995, his directorial debut “Maborosi”, based on the novel by Miyamoto Teru, won the 52nd Venice International Film Festival’s Golden Osella Prize. “After Life” (1999), distributed in over 30 countries, brought Kore-eda international acclaim. In 2001, “Distance” was selected In Competition at the Cannes Film Festival, and with his fourth feature “Nobody Knows” (2004), Yagira Yuya garnered much attention for becoming the youngest person to ever receive the Cannes International Film Festival’s Best Actor Award. In 2006, “Hana”, a film centered on vengeance, was Kore-eda’s first attempt at a period piece. In 2008, the family drama “Still Walking”, which reflected his own personal experiences, was received with great critical and public acclaim worldwide. In 2009, “Air Doll” received its world premiere in Un Certain Regard, at the 62nd Cannes International Film Festival, and was widely praised for marking a new frontier in its depiction of a sensual love fantasy. In 2011, “I Wish” won the Best Screenplay Award at the 59th San Sebastian International Film Festival. Kore-eda has also produced films for young Japanese directors. “Kakuto,” directed by Iseya Yusuke, premiered at the International Film Festival Rotterdam in 2003. “Wild Berries” (2003) was written and directed by Nishikawa Miwa, whose second feature, “Sway”, premiered in Director’s Fortnight at Cannes in 2006. “Ending Note: Death of a Japanese Salesman” (2011) by Sunada Mami, struck a deep emotional chord with audiences around the world.



FILMOGRAPHY DIRECTOR 1991 HOWEVER… (Shikashi…) - TV documentary 1991 LESSONS FROM A CALF (Kougai ha Doko he Itta) - TV documentary 1994 AUGUST WITHOUT HIM (Kare no Inai Hachigatsu ga) - TV documentary 1995 MABOROSHI (Maboroshi no Hikari) 1996 WITHOUT MEMORY (Kioku ga Ushinawareta Toki) - TV documentary 1998 AFTER LIFE (Wonderful Life) 2001 DISTANCE (Distance) 2004 NOBODY KNOWS (Dare mo Shiranai) 2006 HANA (Hana yorimo Naho) 2008 STILL WALKING (Aruitemo Aruitemo) 2008 WISHING YOU’RE ALRIGHT – JOURNEY WITHOUT AN END BY COCCO (Daijoubu de Aruyouni Cocco Owaranai Tabi) 2009 AIR DOLL (Kuuki Ningyo) 2010 THE DAYS AFTER (Nochi no Hi) - TV drama 2011 I WISH (Kiseki) 2012 GOING HOME (Going My Home) - TV series EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 2003 WILD BERRIES (Hebi Ichigo) directed by Nishikawa Miwa 2003 KAKUTO (Kakuto) directed by Iseya Yusuke 2009 BEAUTIFUL ISLANDS (Beautiful Islands) directed by Kana Tomoko 2011 ENDING NOTE: DEATH OF A JAPANESE SALESMAN directed by Sunada Mami 2012 THAT DAY - LIVING FUKUSHIMA (Anohi - Fukushima ha Ikiteiru) directed by Imanaka Kohei



CREDITS CAST NONOMIYA RYOTA NOMIYA MIDORINO SAIKI YUKARI SAIKI YUDAI



FUKUYAMA MASAHARU ONO MACHIKO MAKI YOKO LILY FRANKY
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Like U 

Step right to side. 2&3. Cross left behind right, step right together, left heel in left diagonally. &4. Bring back left foot behind right foot, cross right foot front left foot.
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Move Like You Do 

Jun 20, 2016 - Bonus: After 5th Rotation, dance last 16 counts (diagonal hops for M-O-V-E lyrics) and. Restart. A. KNEE POPS, STEP, Â¼ PIVOT, STEP, CROSS ...
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Just like heaven 

Just like heaven (The Cure). A E Bm D. A E Bm D. A. E. Bm. D. Â« Show me how you do that trick, the one that makes me scream Â» she said,. A. E. Bm. D.
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Anxiolytic-like effects .fr 

experiments in plastic cages (44 x 30 x17 cm), at a constant temperature ..... [11] Bourin M, Hascoet M, Mansouri B, Colombel MC, Bradwejn J. Comparison of.
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someone like you - Saxovince 

stay. F. 9 could n't could. I way. It is for. F me n't. G. 9. /F o ver. 19 see my face mind. G. 9 hoped you'd re ed that and. Am. 7 that you'd be. Am. YOU. Fm.
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I feel like dynamite 

3x. 4x. 17. ) B Q Q. ) BF P. ) B. ' B R. L. L. ) B Q Q. ) BF P. ) B. ' B. (. BF. L. L. ) B Q Q. ) BF P. ) B. ' B R. L. L. ) B Q Q. ) BF Q. ' B. (. B. ) BF. L. L. H. Refrain. 21. *. B P.
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Feel Like Makin' Love 

B 13sus4. E Maj7. D. 11. 7. D. 11. 7. C7 9. Fm9. B 13sus4. Gm. A7 5. A Maj7. Gm7. Fm7. Cm7. A Maj7. Gm7. D 7. Cm7. E 7 9 E7 9. F7. (Medium Latin/Rock). A. 1.
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LIKE A GIRL - Minera 

LIKE A GIRL. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XjJQBjWYDTs). DÃ©coupage de la VidÃ©o "Like a girl", et proposition de questions pour une interaction orale.
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Someone Like You - Piano.mus 

SOMEONE LIKE YOU. ADELE AOKINS. DANIEL WILSON. J=68a. #W/G#. 44,00 .'...'. PIANO. 0:42. ***. : 00. = = = ..'...'.. 6 . o:: : . = : 00. = *. = ab .......... .â€¢'...'...'...'.
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brazilian like - Armand REYNAUD 

MICHEL PETRUCCIANI'S SOLO ON THE CHORO CHANGES TO. TRANSCRIPTION ALMANO REYNAUO. Co :BOTH WORLO. BRAZILIAN LIKE. 2:06.Missing:
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Father and son 

Father: It's not time to make a change, just relax, take it easy. G. Em. Am. D. You're still ... Find a girl, settle down, if you want you can marry. G. Em. Am D. Look at ...
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like an open air museum 

our commitment to providing you with the very best welcome, quality ... day for three months to meet the standards required to qualify for ... for one year, starting from its purchasing date. You can buy a gift ... 137 Intuitions. 53 Love Bio by Frat
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CARRY ME LIKE WATER PDF 

Get carry me like water PDF file for free from our online collection ... So depending on what exactly you are searching, you will be able to choose article ebooks.
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Like Spinning Plates - Sebastiano Vigna 

ckoo · mu · ver · the · cloud · spin- · cu · land. 55 wn · do · plates · ning. 1.--5. 60. 6. 64. Music engraving by LilyPond 2.8.4 â€” www.lilypond.org.
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like an open air museum 

day for three months to meet the standards required to qualify for the label. ... you with a 4-star service each and every day. .... 130 Make Up Forever. 68 Sephora.
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Like A Bird Apps 

1 juin 2015 - Concours : Type de jeu-concours ou opÃ©ration organisables via Like .... le versement au profit de Like A Bird d'une pÃ©nalitÃ© de retard Ã©gale au ...
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like an open air museum 

guidance system, tyre air station, and more. SMART PARK. Available on the Polygone Riviera app, .... 53 Love Bio by Fratini. 26 Jeff De Bruges. 138 JusTbio.
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like an open air museum 

works by eleven international artists dotted around Polygone .... venue des Alpes – 06800 CAGNES-SUR-MER – SIREN 813 888 476. - P le a se d. o n o t litte r.Termes manquants :
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Sleep Like a Baby Tonight 

You're gonna sleep like a baby tonight. C6/9. Em7. D. Cadd9. In your dreams, everything is alright. C6/9. Em7. D. Am11. Tomorrow dawns like someone else's ...
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The Elephant The elephant walks Like this and like ... - IEN de MAURIAC 

He's very tall,. (Stand and stretch arms up.) ... performing, and finally perform actions that may or may not agree with command to test students' comprehension.
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Smells Like Teen Spirit - Drums and Co 

Nirvana - Nevermind - 01 - Smells Like Teen Spirit1 http://kurtjulien.site.voila.fr/. Page 1 sur 2. Page 2. Nirvana - Nevermind - 01 - Smells Like Teen Spirit1.
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Absence of compensation and reasoning-like 

such as a 3-D Necker cube, a depth-inverted face mask, ..... .05 level. An ANOVA of the (3' calculations for Experiment 1. (as shown in the upper half of Table 1) ...
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LIKE A FINE WINE - Les Talons Sauvages 

Country Line Dance 72 â€“ Le Mans â€“ http://cld72.free.fr. Mise en page CLD 72. LIKE A FINE WINE. ChorÃ©graphes : Jef Camps & SÃ©bastien Bonnier (2018).
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Do You Like Horny Bunnies? - CGLand .fr 

Hiromi. Take a bath together. Serve the customer instead of Hiromi. I'll take you home. Let's start with plates. Help Hiromi. Wow, you know things about Hiromi.
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